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1. Introduction.
Hi there! 

First of all, thank you so much for reading my first 
E-book. 

Over the past few years, I’ve been actively engaged with 
a lot of customers and communities in Belgium. I’ve had 
the opportunity to interact with customers on a daily 
basis focusing on projects and managed Microsoft 365, 
Microsoft Azure, and Microsoft Security services. 

As a passionate IT professional, I’m always interested 
in finding out how I can best help our customers. I’m 
curious to know how people think technology can most 
benefit their organizations. Sometimes they require a 
high level of agility, distributed teams, ownership, and  
a drive for modern IT. Other times, they need a strict 
top-down IT organization and more stability or maturity 
to help their customers drive business. 

My main role has been to provide action plans and  
advice on modernization to cloud-first technology.  
I’ve been activity engaged in delivering migration  
myself – yes, I believe I should understand technology 
in general to have realistic conversations about it. I’ve 
also worked as an internal system engineer, a position in 
which I was responsible for infrastructure, servers,  



9domain controllers, and identity management —  
together with integrators, partners, and colleagues.  

My motivation for writing this e-book is to bring up  
the conversation about a digital workplace. I love every 
organization with a vision and an ambition to drive  
effectiveness and productivity in a very conscious way. 

In my career, I have always tried my best to create  
solutions in a ‘standard’ way. In our implementation 
teams, we re-use many of our standard solutions for 
customers that require the same building blocks.  
Standardization has created effectiveness, which you 
definitely need if you want to move fast. 

Thank you so much for reading. If you have any  
questions, you can find me on Twitter or LinkedIn. 

Jasper Bernaers
CTO, Wortell Belgium
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 2 . 
  Digitaliza-

tion:  
an ambition. 



12 Welcome to 2022. The world has changed since 
the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. Organizations 
struggle to better anticipate on their workforce so  
they can provide help and achieve their organizational 
ambition. 

To improve collaboration and connect with each other 
in new ways, a more modern approach is necessary  
— things should be done differently. I don’t want to 
elaborate too much on the fact that it’s becoming a 
huge challenge for CIOs and IT managers since the 
world has shifted into this new digital era.
 
Working differently has become a new standard. And 
the change driver is coming from the outside. Covid-19 
has pushed global organization in permanent remote- 
work. But also, mid-size organization are aware of the 
effectiveness of remote working and are creating meth-
ods and environment to elaborate on this new era of 
working different. This change is happening as we speak 
— not accepting these facts and new signals from dif-
ferent markets and sectors simply isn’t an option. From 
my opinion, It isn’t possible not to change anymore.
 
To be relevant new trends are showing op as for  
example, in a more economically driven and climate 
aware world, I believe digitalization is one of the core 

 2.  Digitalization:  
an ambition.
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 2.  Digitalization:  
an ambition.

ambitions of every organization. And digitalization can 
help create an environment that includes and impacts 
other global world discussions are we are seeing today.  

It can really help to connect people from within your 
organization. And I’m sure people should come first. On 
the other hand, I’m convinced that they all need the 
right support and digital platforms to make the most  
of their jobs and feel connected, empowered, and  
supported. 

I have mapped the challenges I believe are important 
defining factors for successful technological adapta-
tion in today’s world. I will elaborate on these topics 
through out this e-book. The main challenges are: 

°   To connect people so they can collaborate in a 
different way with new technical possibilities, 
keeping in mind the experience needs to be great. 
It should be simple, transparent, and team driven. 
There’s no room for individuality.

°  To use proven standards that do work. Standards 
are used in various organizations and experts are 
activity building best-practices so we should trust 
standards more. Slowness of not using standards 
or not believing them is sometimes killing organi-
zations from within. This results in slow implemen-



14 tation speed, which leads to a lack of confidence 
and, therefore, less relevance.

°  To provide the right tools that work for organiza-
tions in a modern world — where physical loca-
tions don’t impose any limitations — with the 
same security level as in the early on-premise 
days, when everything was stable and properly  
(or better) protected.

°  To be fast enough and accelerate your business 
goals. Timing is everything. A lack of speed equals 
a lack of relevance.

°  To get you security maturity up to par by  
improving it and growing into a workplace that  
is more secure in terms of technology. This is more 
important than ever. 

Companies are forced 
to work differently than 
before. Those who are 
the most adaptable  
will survive.



“Employees want the best of both worlds: over 70 percent  

of workers want flexible remote work options to contin-

ue, while over 65 percent are craving more in-person time  

with their teams. To prepare, 66 percent of business decision 

makers are considering redesigning physical spaces to better  

accommodate hybrid work environments.” 1 
 
I firmly believe that extreme flexibility and hybrid work 
models will define the post-pandemic workplace. The 
COVID-19 outbreak was a driver for overall change 
within organizations. And even though we hope that 
COVID-19 will soon be a distant memory, the challenge 
of unlocking hybrid working will remain.

1. https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/hybrid-work
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 3. 
  Where do 

you choose 
to go?

 



18 3.1 Gartner Magic Quadrants
Defining which technology comes first and how to 

implement it is an organizational choice. I’m confident 
Microsoft brings the best to each organization, so I  
believe it’s the go-to choice. What about you?
 
Microsoft is listed as a leading solution provider in the 
Gartner MQ for Access Management because of its 
technical capability and vision. Additionally, you can 
find Microsoft under ‘Endpoint Management,’ ‘Cloud 
Access Security Brokers,’ ‘Information Archiving,’ and 
‘SIEM.’ These multiple positions (most of which are in 
the leader's quadrant) prove that the platform approach 

and strategy to integrate 
and interconnect solu-
tions work, providing a 
more business-oriented 
answer to customers’  
digitalization challenges.
 
If you choose the right 
platform or define  
strategically which  
platform you’ll use, I 
believe it facilitates and 
speeds up digitalization.
 

Microsoft Security is a leader in five Magic Quadrants2.

 3.   Where do you  
choose to go?  

2. https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/security-leaders-gartner-magic-quadrant

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/security-leaders-gartner-magic-quadrant
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 3.   Where do you  
choose to go?  

3.2 You are a Microsoft-first organization
Since Steve Balmer quit as a CEO and passed the 

baton to Satya Nadella, Microsoft has become a differ-
ent company. With the ambition to empower each and 
every person to achieve more, Microsoft has embraced 
real change in the (digital) world. 

Its ambition was not focused on the big numbers and 
segmented solutions. Satya’s vision is to bring all people 
and solutions together in one cloud-connected world. 
Not driven by their own agenda but integrated with 
their competitors, integrators, and partners — like it 
should be. This way, Microsoft really wants to help its 
customers. And as organizations don’t use Microsoft 
technology alone, it has become a great success — 
with a high increase in market share. 

Consider Microsoft as a platform. Microsoft delivers two 
main solutions: a platform where you can collaborate 
(Microsoft 365) and a platform that can host almost 
any system or service in the Cloud (Microsoft Azure).

Questions. Are you running Windows machines, 
using Exchange Online for email and SharePoint, Teams 
or OneDrive for collaboration? Have you already  
become a Microsoft-first organization?



20 3.3 Why use Microsoft 365 for collaboration?
The three main collaboration solutions are  

Microsoft 365, Google Workspace, and Slack. Generally 
speaking, they are the same. Each aims to allow people 
to connect, collaborate, chat, meet, and share data. 
So, why use Microsoft 365 for collaboration? Mainly  
because it offers integration into a single platform.  
If you use Microsoft 365, all your company data is  
integrated into one system. It’s easier to protect and 
manage, and all alerts and risks are in one place. 

When it comes to company data, there are two places 
where nearly all-important data is located: on your  
servers, in your applications, and in your company  
systems (datacenter) and in Microsoft 365 in the other. 

My question for you is, how much data is in  
Microsoft 365 right now? How much data is under  
your organizational control?

3.4 Microsoft Azure for your datacenter
Perhaps this title pushed your buttons because 

you believe Azure is no place to host ‘traditional’ serv-
ers. And yet I’m pitching the idea to you. Think about it 
for a moment and ask yourself, ‘Why not?’ Is it worse 
than your private, distributed, or cloud datacenter?



21Azure can help your organization bring everything into 
the Microsoft Platform. Here’s why you should want this: 
you’ll have everything consolidated and collected in one 
place so you can increase your security maturity. Focus 
on the Microsoft platform and build expertise using one 
vendor’s solution.

Azure can leverage solutions as a service and therefore 
much better than infrastructure as a service. But it’s 
still powerful when it comes to single platform focus 
and security insights and risk management.
When it comes to features and capabilities, there are 
lots of things I could discuss. But in this context, I just 
want to clarify the roadmap or solution set you can use 
to move your services to the cloud.

3.5  What if you don’t use Microsoft M365 with  
embedded Security mechanism?
Each organization is having a lot of documents 

and real-time communication in Microsoft 365. Your  
Microsoft servers are running somewhere in a data-
center on-premise or in the cloud. Perhaps in Azure  
— so the security question here is: why you would still 
put a non-cloud-oriented solution in between for  
protection of these systems.



22 Question. Are you capable of measuring, control-
ling, and responding to alerts in your main collaborati-
on, services, and server solutions? Does your security 
model still cover all aspects of the broader workplace? 
I really don’t believe we should get rid of on-premises, 
application, and network security solutions. I just want 
to ask if it’s common that more data services are shif-
ting to the public cloud.

So, let’s consider the situation together. If almost all 
essentials business critical solutions are hosted in  
Microsoft 365 and Azure (which is the case), do you still 
believe you shouldn’t use Microsoft’s security solutions?

Here’s my opinion: Microsoft hasn’t had the best  
reputation when it comes to secure systems in the past. 
Now, things have changed as a result of billion dollar  
investments, acquisitions, and other aspects.  
Microsoft’s cloud native and cloud focused solutions 
can leverage so much at such a fast pace that using 
them — instead of more complex solutions — can be  
a strategic or tactical decision.

Trusting one vendor with everything is a major, bold 
choice to make for your organization. I think that clarity 
of products and services can help to write up your  
organizations ambition to choose Microsoft-first so  
you could bring your people in the same direction.



23And it’s always possible for disaster recovery (DR) to 
work with multi-geo. Or you can choose another plat-
form that allows for a ‘back-up’ of your environment.

3.6  Microsoft and security, confidentiality, and  
compliance
The security of your Microsoft cloud service is a 

partnership between you and Microsoft.  

The cloud is not just a 
space — it’s a model.

 
Microsoft is committed to working on its Trust principles3 
that are running the Microsoft cloud business. These 
four defined principles are: security, privacy, transparen-
cy, and compliance. It’s a lot to explain. I’ve summed up 
the most important takeaways per topic below.

Security

°  Microsoft has over 100 datacenters with a cut-
ting-edge operational security team that has re-
stricted access to its own systems, leverages 24/7 
monitoring, and provides global security experts.

3. https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trust-center/privacy

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trust-center/privacy


24 °  Microsoft has invested 1 billion dollars a year in 
cybersecurity.

°   3500+ security professionals analyze more than 6.5 
trillion signals a day. 

°  5 billion malware threats per month are stopped by 
Microsoft.

°   DCU programs include Tech Support Fraud, Online 
Child Exploitation, Global Strategic  
Enforcement, Cloud Crime, and Malware  
Nation-State Actors. 

°  Cyber Threat Intelligence Program (CTIP)4

°   Microsoft is focusing on the ‘Assume Compromise’ 
strategy, which allowed a different view of the 
security landscape than years ago.

 
Read more about Microsoft’s Security Foundation5 on  
a global scale.  

Privacy
“We will ensure your data is Secure” — Brad Smith,  
President and Chief Legal Officer 

Microsoft is committed to:

°  Using the GDPR as a catalyst for broader  
efforts to improve data handling globally.

°  Building privacy into its services as part of  
the Microsoft Security Development Cycle6. 

4. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/gsp/informationsharingandexchange 
5. https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/security/
6. https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/securityengineering/sdl

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/gsp/informationsharingandexchange
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/security/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/securityengineering/sdl


25Customers stay in full control

°  Microsoft administrators cannot access  
customer data. Support engineers need to get  
explicit customer approval to access data stored 
in the customer’s tenant. Customer Lockbox  
inserts customers into the  approval workflow.

°   Data residency is transparent and compliant.  
Microsoft contractually adheres to data residency 
requirements by jurisdiction and provides custom-
ers insight into where their data is stored.

°  Microsoft routes all government requests for data 
access to their customers7.

°  Microsoft is committed to maintaining customer 
privacy and has extended our GDPR data subject 
rights to all customers worldwide.

 
Transparency
Microsoft delivers:

°  Geographical locations where customer data  
is located.

°   Visibility into how it handles customer data, how  
it protect this data, and how it is in control.

°  Publication of legal requirements for customer data 
placed on Microsoft by law enforcement agencies.

 
Compliance
Microsoft’s compliance and regulation8 can be found at: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/regulatory/
offering-home

7. https://blogs.microsoft.com/datalaw/our-practices/
8. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/regulatory/offering-home

https://blogs.microsoft.com/datalaw/our-practices/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/regulatory/offering-home
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What daily conversations have taught me is that 
most of the time, we decide to take on IT projects when 
there is a big need for change — for example, when 
there’s a problem, or cost optimization is possible we 
create an IT-project. 

IT-projects without a vision and strategy narrows the 
broader conversation of creating a digital and secure 
workplace. 

During these conversations, we often talk about an  
opportunistic approach, which may include the migra-
tion of documents, Exchange, or infrastructure to Azure. 
I believe we should create more ambitious roadmaps 
and modernization tracks throughout the organization 
– which requires a technological transformation. 

If you are willing to move to Microsoft 365 at full  
throttle, my short advice is to get the most out of the 
solution set available. 

I’m a great fan of the Microsoft Foundation Infrastruc-
ture, as it provides guidance on where to start. Have 
you started using Microsoft Teams in response to the 
COVID-19 crisis? There’s nothing wrong with that. But 

4.  Technical modern 
workplace  
implementation.
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now it’s time to ensure a higher level of security and 
structure in the future digital workplace.
 

 
4.1  Start with identity management and extend  

Active Directory to Azure AD 
Identities are digital personalities that allow you 

to ‘log on’ to nearly every organizational service to 
authenticate in a secure way. Some consider identity 
management as a separate product that is included in 
all Microsoft solutions. But let me tell you this: virtually 
every organization I know uses its Active Directory as 
its primary identity solution. And these organizations 
are fully focusing into one Identity platform.  

Did you know that Microsoft Azure Active Directory 
is also a “Leader” in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for 
 Access Management9? 

9.  https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2020/11/24/microsoft-azure-active- 
directory-again-a-leader-in-gartner-magic-quadrant-for-access-management/

https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2020/11/24/microsoft-azure-active-directory-again-a-leader-in-gartner-magic-quadrant-for-access-management/
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2020/11/24/microsoft-azure-active-directory-again-a-leader-in-gartner-magic-quadrant-for-access-management/
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Install Azure AD Connect and sync your users and 
groups to Azure AD.
 

You can use directory and password synchronization 
to move all identities from your current environment to 
Azure AD. I prefer starting with the hybrid scenario and 
implementing the full cloud scenario later. Worst-case 
ADDS in Azure: to have the ‘controls’ transformed to the 
primary Directory in Azure AD. Azure AD DS integrates 
with your existing Azure AD tenant. This integration lets 
users sign into services and applications connected to 
the managed domain using their existing credentials. 
You can also use existing groups and user accounts to 
secure access to resources. These features provide a 
smoother lift-and-shift of on-premises resources to 
Azure.

Why? Microsoft Azure AD is beyond the current 
‘legacy’ integration and is a next-gen identity platform. 
Make it simple. If you don’t need third-party solutions 
(which always limits new capabilities) don’t go for it. 
Use native Azure AD. Also it’s a big opportunity to leave 
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things behind and smoothly shift to ADDS or Azure AD. 
One platform = one attack-surface. It could be easier 
to manage and protect.

4.2  Migrate your Exchange workload with Exchange 
Hybrid Wizard
You can move your mailboxes (Exchange) to 

Microsoft 365 to have them hosted in a software-as-
a-service model. What you need to do is set up Azure 
AD Connect to synchronize all identities to Azure AD / 
Microsoft 365.

It’s best to change users’ UserPrincipalName (UPNs)  
— if required — as well as their e-mail addresses. I think 
it’s easier for end users to have the same logon every-
where.
 
From the technical perspective, you could pre-sync all 
mailboxes to a state of 95%. This move of the mail-
box is throttled and doesn’t really impact your network 
bandwidth. If it’s problematic, you can configure your 
virtual web services in bandwidth or synchronization 
jobs.

To properly do a cutover migration, it is best practice 
to migrate about 2,000-5,000 mailboxes in cutover 
scenario. A cutover migration means that every mailbox 
will be migrated at the same time and takes away the 
hybrid challenges for calendar sharing and access to 
resources.
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After a hybrid Exchange migration, it’s time to move 
the email relay to Microsoft 365. Or you can work with 
alternative solutions. I prefer to make it as simple as 
possible. Don’t create complexity regarding hybrid mail 
flow. You can keep hybrid Exchange in the first phase 
with operational management to AD and Exchange 
Online. 

4.3 Migrate personal data to OneDrive
Document data is one of the most important 

things in any workplace. It’s crucial to take personal 
data into account when migrating. It will help support 
the shift to Microsoft 365. When you help people to 
have a great usability working on their documents, they 
will be more engaged to use the ‘corporate solutions’ 
above limited consumer versions of Microsoft 365.

You could use ‘OneDrive Known Folder move’ to auto-
matically discover your favorites, desktop document 
and place them on end-user’s OneDrive for Business. 
In my experience, people love this feature. It’s easy to 
implement, and it has additional value without chang-
ing what’s at the core of working on personal docu-
ments. At first, we were hesitant about activating this 
feature for the entire organization. Now, it’s part of our 
standardized workplace approach. This feature has no 
disadvantages — only great features to remove old file 
shares and use new capabilities such as site restore, file 
restore in SharePoint.
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A second option for migration might be migration of 
your home drives — a capability that provides more 
control. My advice is to devise a simple, comprehensible 
communication plan.

4.4  Migrate departments to Teams or SharePoint 
Online
I’m not going deep into details for document 

migration. But I will provide the high-level strategy and 
migration tips to bring documents to Microsoft 365.

First step; Assess your current environment and  
understand the needs of your organization. It’s not a 
technical approach. You could ask opinions and ask for 
best practices that employees are currently using to 
collaborate on documents. Hosting panels and ask-
ing feedback is the most important tip to do a smooth 
migration. When doing polls or a survey you give people 
the opportunity to come up with business scenarios and 
you give them the chance to be heard. 

For the technical perspective you should investigate us-
age metrics and understand the current file-structures 
how your company is working with folders, SharePoint or 
different document systems.

Then, migration of team data could result in Microsoft 
Teams Libraries and organization data could land in 
SharePoint Online. Personal data (only actively in use by 
1 person) should land in OneDrive.
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There are great tools on the market to do this tech-
nical assessment. A phased approach is necessary. 
Standards & building blocks will help with the speed of 
implementation. My main advice: clear communication 
and training are well recommended!

4.5  Voice shift from on-premises to Microsoft 365  
or any other cloud integration solution
There are 5 options of the Microsoft Teams voice 

solution:
 

1.  Phone system with Microsoft’s calling plan. This is 
a full Microsoft solution that is hosting numbers 
for organizations. With a fixed cost per minute, 
you are able to make phone calls without having 
to host infrastructure or maintain the telephony 
platform. 

2.  Phone system with your own carrier, direct-rout-
ing, shared SBC (Session Border Controller) are 
options. You could use your SBC system and route 
it towards Microsoft 365 to pick-up the phone in 
Microsoft Teams. Great capabilities.

3.  Phone system with own carrier via Skype for Busi-
ness or Cloud Connector Edition. Here you can 
still use your previous Skype for Business system 
to integrate and migrate the connections towards 
Microsoft Teams. Don’t forget, Skype for busi-
ness online is end-of-life on 31/07/202110. Skype 
on-premise will stick around for some time.

10.  https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/healthcare-and-life-sciences/skype-for- 
business-online-end-of-life-july-31-2021/ba-p/779137

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/healthcare-and-life-sciences/skype-for-business-online-end-of-life-july-31-2021/ba-p/779137
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4.  Enterprise voice in Skype for Business with own 
carrier.

5.  New: Operator Connect is keeping your preferred 
operator and contracts, while enabling a modern 
calling experience in Teams. More info: here11.
 

Don’t go for less. Use Microsoft Teams. And if you will 
choose other platforms or solutions think about the 
adoption impact. People need time to learn new tech-
nology and Microsoft software is changing continuously. 
Do you still want to bring multiple solutions to solve the 
same challenge? Think about the speed of implementa-
tion compared to the easiness of one platform for your 
workers. 

There are solutions on the market to help shift to  
cloud voice with Microsoft Teams. But keep in mind 
that Microsoft shifted their own organization to Teams. 

11.  https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/introducing-operator- 
connect-and-more-teams-calling-updates/ba-p/2176398

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/introducing-operator-connect-and-more-teams-calling-updates/ba-p/2176398
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I mean, they have a complex organization and multiple 
flavors of requirements and needs. They have call  
centers everywhere in the world and have hierarchic 
organizations matrixes for the chain in command.  

Tip: Don’t build a complex integration for the 5% 
that had needs different functionality as it doesn’t help  
your customers. Small changes with simplifications  
can create less complexity and more agility. 

 
4.6 Microsoft Endpoint Manager

Microsoft Endpoint manager is a great solution 
for managing all endpoints. From Windows 10, 11 till iOS 
or Android. 

To implement Microsoft Endpoint manager for Windows 
10 or 11 you can easily onboard all current devices by 
doing ‘Hybrid Join” or ‘full cloud join’ (azure AD only). In 
the more modern world, Azure AD Join is the new thing. 
Because it no longer has dependencies in the on-prem-
ise Active Directory. No GPO’s, DNS or other mecha-
nisms from the old days.

I believe Microsoft is investing to disconnect the old 
domain controller integration because it’s almost at its 
maximum technical limitations.

It’s best to onboard all new devices with Windows Auto-
pilot. It enables smooth onboarding and will allow to do 
remote reset without touching the device. (Zero-touch) 
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When using Windows Autopilot with Azure AD Join you 
also have the possibility to leave the devices some-
where connected to the internet when doing the initial 
staging. For Hybrid Join it needs to be line-of-sight 
with Active Directory. 

Implement Mobile Application Management (MAM) for 
mobile at least. Manage all your company owned devic-
es. Don’t leave unmanaged or unknown devices behind. 
These are creating security risks.

Tip: When enabling MAM there is an option to 
activate a pin code. I’ve done this implementation 20 
times in the last year. It’s a great opportunity for less 
mature organizations because they now have some sort 
of awareness for security improvements. And its low-
end to activate. Working perfect.  

4.7 Increase basic identity Security
A shortlist of best practice Identity Security  

implementations.  

Multi-Factor Authentication or Azure Security Defaults. 
Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) is a way of providing 
authentication by using an additional factor. (Or  
several) Something someone KNOWs, such as a pass-
word or pin code. Something someone HAS such as 
a mobile phone, a 'fido2' hardware token. Something 
that someone IS such as their Biometrics: fingerprint 
or facial recognition. By using MFA, the risk of identity 
compromise decreases a lot. 
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Conditional Access for easier login’s – and more  
security. Conditional access provides ‘access’ when a 
specific condition has been met. For example: If you 
have a trusted device, you don’t need to re-authenti-
cate each time you open a browser and can use single-
sign-on in Microsoft 365. Or force MFA when opening 
your computer outside of Europe, on public WIFI’s, etc.

Connect your devices to Azure AD with Endpoint  
Manager. “Cloud intelligence drives management”  
Endpoint manager is providing the capability to  
manage all devices from the Cloud. Connected devices 
can be well known and in control of your organization. 
This to comply with a default set of security standards.

SSPR or Self-Service Password Reset. The SSPR  
possibility Is an Azure Active Directory (AD) feature 
that enables users to reset their passwords without 
contacting IT staff for help. People can unblock their 
account themselves and continue working no matter 
where they are.

4.8  Windows Autopilot for enrollment of Windows 
devices
Scenario: In this picture you can see the 3 steps 

to make your classroom ready to deploy Windows 10 
devices with Windows Autopilot.

1.  When buying computers, vendors are able to pro-
vide a ‘hardware hash’ that can be automatically 
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imported in Microsoft Endpoint Manager. These 
IDs are linked to devices in a customer tenant.

2.  If ready the IT administration is able to assign this 
device to a group which applies policies or specif-
ic requirements for the student or employee.

3.  The device will automatically join the school or 
corporate environment and will be ready to use 
without IT Interaction which is called zero-trust IT.

4.9 Software Deployment migration
Microsoft Office 365 ProPlus (now Microsoft 365 

Apps) can be quickly deployed by Endpoint Manager. 
Microsoft Endpoint manager is delivering a built-in  
panel for easy and quick distribution for Office 365. 
There are 2 ways. You could work with the built-in  
configurator, or you could work with config.office.com -- 
This site helps IT administrators deploy, manage, monitor 
and secure Microsoft 365 apps within your organization.
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Windows Updates can shift to Modern management as 
soon as possible when using Endpoint manager. Total 
control of windows Updates is built in. And rich insights 
are created in Microsoft Security Center. Which elevates 
control from on-premises to the integrated cloud.

Microsoft Edge will deliver great value when it comes 
to browser support. Microsoft Edge can support old 
‘sessions’ as well. It is: Azure AD integrated and super 
modern to use. 
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If needed you can integrate with Market solutions as 
Scappman, Patch My PC or Chocolatey for ‘simple’ de-
ployable software. Next to online platforms you are also 
able to use own written scripts and create packages 
when necessary.

4.10 Group-Policy-Objects (GPO) Migration
Microsoft is currently working on policy analytics 

which will help the migration of GPO’s to MDM policies 
with controls. But keep in mind, a lot of policies are  
used for legacy. I don’t believe in migration of GPO’s.  
I believe in a basis workplace ‘greenfield’ were you build 
standards for everyone. Not for groups. And if you do. 
For 10 groups. and 90% same architecture and flavors. 
So: Don’t migrate non used GPO’s. Rethink GPO’s -> 
MDM policies. In a modern world protection or endpoints 
can be more important than setting IT-policies.

ADMX backed baselines will help for smooth and faster 
configuration. Whenever it’s not possible use the OMA-
URI’s.
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Most important try to be prepared for 80% to shift the 
authority from GPO’s to MDM. And I would try to leave 
the GPO’s in your on-premise DC’s behind.

 

4.11 Windows updates improvements and tips
It’s best practice to create a Windows 10 update 

ring with peer-to-peer caching that will not kill the  
internet break out of your organization. You can  
autonomously create segmented pre-test groups to 
validate the update version in production groups within 
the Windows update rings.

 
You can use the standard Security Baselines to imple-
ment the W10 MDM Baseline and MDATP configuration. 
Baselines are great for upgrading the maturity of your 
endpoints.
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4.12 Shift infrastructure to Azure
Think about: Rehost, Refactor, Rearchitect,  

rebuild, replace!

If you want to do infrastructure shift, follow the next 
steps. Otherwise, you can do an assessment and write 
down all infrastructure and start with rearchitecting 
were possible. When you’re hosting well known ven-
dor applications try to get in touch and ask if they are 
planning for SaaS, Azure, others.

A 5 steps approach for moving infrastructure to  
Microsoft Azure. 
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1.  Create an Azure Migrate project and add the 
Server Assessment solution to the project. 

2.  Set up the Azure Migrate appliance and start 
discovery of your server. To set up discovery, the 
server names or IP addresses are required. Each 
appliance supports discovery of 250 servers. You 
can set up more than one appliance if required.

3.  Once you have successfully set up discovery, you 
can create an assessments and review the as-
sessment reports.

4.  Use the application dependency analysis features 
to create and refine server groups to phase your 
migration.

5.  Migrate machines as physical servers to Azure.
 
Never forget: Rehost, Refactor, Rearchitect, rebuild, 
replace

4.13 Migration of legacy Active Directory Integration
If you wish to decommission legacy or old  

Active Directory infrastructure and are moving to Cloud 
Authentication with Microsoft Azure Domain Services 
or Azure Active Directory (AAD) you can systematically 
shift your used platforms to here. 

In my experience it’s not super problematic to shift 
application by application towards Azure Active Direc-
tory because your identity is known on-premises and in 
the Cloud and creates the trust in between. This means 
that the opportunity is there to smoothly move more 
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and more applications towards Azure Active Directory 
without creating business impact. Some big platforms 
are even able to shift 1000 users in batches. 

When more and more core applications are shifted to 
Azure Active Directory, you are able to monitor the ac-
tive usage and you could try to implement extra securi-
ty controls to prevent strange authentication behavior 
as passwords that are spread within the organization. 

And yeah, sometimes there is an application which is 
just too old. That doesn’t support the protocols of today. 
I would advise not to integrate and think in the long-
term, strategic.

4.14  Build collaboration platforms with Microsoft 
Teams & SharePoint
Conclusions: I’ve probably missed some ‘crucial’ 

applications on-premises that are used for 20 years. I 
think that we need to leave complex legacy-systems 
behind. Choose SaaS solutions with future-benefits. 
Don’t wait for phasing these out to go cloud. Do cloud 
and leave legacy behind. OR migrate and isolate. Built 
the new, migrate the old.

When it comes to a collaboration space I would:

Build new Microsoft Teams Sites for collaboration for 
internal and external usage. People love Microsoft 
Teams. You could define 3 team-sets as: Private Team 
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for internal use with only defined memberships. Organi-
zation teams for everyone and collaboration teams for 
customers, internal workers and other peers.

Create a SharePoint Hub for all SharePoint sites –  
create a frame and design of the requirement and  
visual for your full organization. From my experience  
I’ve seen SharePoint collaboration spaces working 
where it’s simplified and integrated into each team.

Migrate old applications to SharePoint list or Power-
Apps. I’ve seen simple apps in Lotus Notes that can 
easily shift their history to SharePoint lists and Power-
Apps. PowerBI can help with the transparent reporting 
and can create a simplified UI for reporting.

 

4.15 Rethink on-premises
Rehost, Refactor, Rearchitect, rebuild, replace! 
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Rethink the needs for on-premises.  

All collaborations spaces are shifted to Office 365. 
Your devices are managed with Microsoft 365 Endpoint 
Manger. 

Documents are shifted to OneDrive, Teams and Share-
Point. 

Authentication and integration with Azure AD is shifted. 

Printers with universal Print of different solutions as 
there are on the market.

Core applications are moved to IaaS and are waiting to 
become SaaS overtime. 

What else is there?

 
4.16 Build security mechanisms that can be automated

Now, only now, when the shift is completed it is 
the time to build your security operation. 

You could do it upfront but please still have the courage 
to increase the maturity in general. It’s not so helpful to 
create false positives which don’t fix the structural is-
sue(s) or risks that can be prevented easily. If you want 
to go fast quick wins and quick advises are helping to 
automate better. Even if it’s a shared responsibility.
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1.  Create a Security Operation and your incident 
responds can be done within Microsoft Security 
Center, Azure Sentinel or extended from Micro-
soft’s growing Graph-API. As we are doing now  
in our Managed Detection and respond 24x7  
solution.

2.  Build into the next level of modern workplace with 
Information Protection – which automatic labels 
classified documents and increases protection 
of documents. Information Protection can have 
labels as: Sensitive, internal-only, Public. And are 
secured. Without authentication they cannot be 
opened.

3.  Get a grip on actionable risks on devices, identi-
ties with Microsoft 365 defender in combination 
with Cloud App Security to identify and isolate 
risks. Sometimes automatic remediation can be 
done on simple ‘risks’ as data exfiltration, mass 
deletion.
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53 5. 
  Cyber- 

security  
in a remote  
connected 
world.
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5.1  Zero-Trust: The traditional corporate  
infrastructure is isolated of the outside world
As you can see in this picture by Microsoft in the 

zero-trust concept organization they did build great 
solutions in their datacenters on their premises. In their 
decentralized redundant datacenters with everything in 
place to have their DR and failover working great.  

I’m not blaming smart people which did a great job 
fixing this massive complex integration to keep every-
thing running 24/7, in their decentral service centers or 
datacenters.

 

5.  Cybersecurity  
in a remote  
connected world.
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The solution is… As I’ve mentioned in my last point. 
Organizations did a great job, on their premises to get 
everything working to support their businesses. 

Disruption of cloud organizations as Microsoft, Amazon 
and Google came with scalable and relative quick- 
deployable solutions. Solutions that didn’t require  
the technical need of the on-premise or ‘self-owned’ 
Infrastructure on premises. Microsoft brought a broad 
spectrum of solutions under: Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS), solutions, that are isolated from these cor-
porate environments with plug and play capabilities. 
SaaS-solutions with quick deployment and manage-
ment can leverage a lot for these organizations, for 
these businesses – and this is the most important 
aspect of it all. Solutions for organizations, to achieve 
more. The support to the ambition of these organizations. 

Non-technical driven scenario’s, business case and 
business scenario’s. 

I think we are (as IT Pro’s) sometimes not understand-
ing why disruption came. It is mainly because we were 
not able to adapt to this scale of changes required to 
make our organizations more modern. With high-speed 
implementation.

I always give the example when this discussion occurs: 
Imagine a new Office 365 customer in a cloud scenario. 
With: Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, Teams Online, 
Cloud mobile device management. They can start after 
some hours of implementation. 



Imagine the same implementation but then in a private 
datacenter. How long will it take? 

5.2  A new concept of layered approach which kills 
the fish tank within corporate infrastructure
In the picture below you will see the corporate 

datacenter with all servers running in virtualized state, 
segmented with additional security solutions. Segmen-
tation on networking storage and many more services. 
It’s so extreme complex. One mistake could impact 
everything. next to mistakes: Ransomware, targeted- 
attacks, phishing attacks, and all other bad-actors  
took this opportunity to infiltrate and bring this infra-
structure down. Sell data. 

Bottom-line: it became so complex to react on all 
aspect of just only the core infrastructure where your 
servers and services are.
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Microsoft didn’t invent the layered approach when it 
comes to: Identity, Devices, Services, Data and Network. 
It’s no new model or real solution set that fixes any 
problem. 

Zero-trust is a way of understanding and integration of 
your assets to bring them in a layered solution where it 
cannot touch the asset next to it. Isolation was always 
the biggest problem of own infrastructure. Even when 
your organization is huge it’s still extremely hard to take 
everything under control and secured.  

5.3  Building your foundation identity management 
solution
Almost every organization did start with  

Microsoft Active Directory Servers/services with  
Windows 2000 or Windows Server 2003. Upgraded to 
more future-proof versions to integrate better. More 
features, more integration capabilities, more security. 
Newer versions.

Cloud solutions were disruptive when Microsoft start-
ed with BPOS, before Office 365. Microsoft has built an 
Identity federation solution based on Microsoft FIM to 
provision our on-premise active-directory ‘accounts’ 
towards Azure Active Directory. 

Later the process was well optimized to bring all 
on-premises identities in sync with Azure AD con-
nect. A modern tool that helps extending your current 
on-premise Active directory to Azure Active Directory. 



But we didn’t think Office 365 was the most important 
part of our core organization. 

Azure Active Directory is different than Active Directory 
On-premise. Is has more features and a more security 
baselines than Active Directory server. I’m not saying 
that Azure AD is by design more secure. I’m saying the 
options are there to start with a better secure baseline. 
Building blocks. Easier for activations as for example: 
Azure AD Security Defaults. Maximum value, less  
complexity faster implementation speed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5.4  Enterprise hybrid cloud solution to extend to 
Office 365 and Azure
Before 2021 a lot of organizations shifted work-

loads from their on-premises systems infrastructure to 
Office 365. The most common workload was Exchange 
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On-premise to Exchange Online. Later these workloads 
did shift in the Office 365 landscape. For example:

°    Fileservers became -> OneDrive, SharePoint or 
Microsoft Teams

°  SharePoint on-premise -> Hybrid ->  
SharePoint Online

° Mail/Exchange on-premise -> Exchange Online

°  Voice/Skype tot hybrid Skype -> Skype  
Online -> now Microsoft Teams

°  with PSTN, Direct routing and all voice  
capabilities. 

As you see I’ve migrated the biggest workloads on  
paper and there is nothing left except application  
servers, other e-mail systems, voice solutions and  
other solutions. (See Apps & Scenario’s) 



As you all know sometimes small infrastructures or 
some applications are slipping in the architectural  
designs – I don’t think we need to overvalue the fact 
that in every change some things needs to be taken 
into account differently.

 
5.5  Endpoint devices and future-proof device  

management
Devices as Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8,1, Windows 

10 (since 2015) 1703, 1706, 1709, 1803, 1806, 1809, 1903, 
1909 can be staged by System-Center Configuration 
Manager in an on-premise solution. And are now brought 
in a hybrid deployment with Microsoft Endpoint Manager.

Microsoft Endpoint manager is a combination of SCCM 
+ Intune. To get the best of both worlds. Manage work-
loads from cloud and on-premises. 

Example: You could shift the update mechanisms from 
SCCM towards Endpoint Manager for more cloud  
control to update at home.

 
In this overview you see on the right the integration 
of the current Active-Directory environment towards 
Azure Active Directory. In the right you see future state 
building blocks that need to be active on your endpoint 
devices, to be prepared for the non-phish tank  
approach. Because most of the time: you already  
chose Microsoft, Windows 10 and Office 365. The  
possible scenarios of managing your endpoint devices:
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°    SCCM only or third-party solutions

°     SCCM CO-Management with Endpoint Manager

°    Endpoint manager only

How to choose what’s right for your organization? What 
is the right path for modern management? Which prod-
ucts would you need to choose to be ready for a future 
state workplace?

I’m total fan of going for Endpoint manager in the cloud 
only world. Because if your new to modern management 
you have the opportunity to use your hybrid Identity 
(from on-premises) and your cloud-only joined Azure 
AD Windows 10 workstation.

Why? Because different than before speed  
became a huge factor of implementation. And focusing 
on only the deployment and core Windows 10 enroll-
ment has become less important compared to security 
implementations and improvements.



The first reason: The configuration and implementa-
tion are easy. Not because I’m lazy to implement more 
complex solutions but the created simplified standard 
solutions to manage your Windows 10 Devices are just 
so important. It’s great to have standard sets in Intune 
that are on or off. It helps the dialogue and the complex 
discussions and integration in high-speed.

Second reason is: Mobile devices, mobile device man-
agement with basis functionality is very easy and 
transparent with Endpoint Manager. And as we all know: 
You need to have some scenario’s for: BYOD, CYOD, 
COPE and COBE. BYOD is Bring Your Own Device; 
CYOD is Choose Your Own Device; COPE is Company  
Owned/Personally Enabled; and COBO is Company 
Owned/Business Only. Are you thinking this is the bla 
bla cool term discussion? Let’s get that sorted out: Are 
you able to securely work on your mobile applications 
and protect your companies IP. Do you know where your 
company data is located?

Third Reason: The security maturity and implementation 
effort has pro’s: Bitlocker activation, Windows Hello For 
Business working great, running Cloud-only, easy activa-
tion. I believe segmentation of this device layer is im-
portant to not have lateral movement with domain joined 
devices connected on-premises. It’s not even technical 
possible if the device is not trusted. (zero-trust)

Fourth reason: No hybrid complexity, easier staging with 
Windows Autopilot. Staging from anywhere. Not possi-
ble in hybrid scenario’s, at the moment. It’s announced it 
will be possible soon.
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Fifth reason: Go Cloud. If you have no on-premises in-
frastructure left and are able to go without ‘traditional’ 
domain controllers to Azure AD or ADDS. The baseline is 
the most important real tangible factor. There are more 
capabilities easier to implement. Long-term is the real 
reason.

 

Why should you choose for CO-Management and what 
are decision points?

When you are not in a hurry moving to full-cloud. And 
for example it is defined you will shift in 2025. And still 
will keep your on-premises core-environment intact 
until then.

When you have big task-sequence and big deployment 
of software that is not possible to bring to Endpoint 
Manager. But more important is strategy. It will be 
strange if you keep SCCM without any other workload 
on-premise. Choose strategic, long term.



If strategy of full-cloud is defined. Don’t invest in 
co-management. For example: No business-critical 
application service is running on-premises, shift to 
EndPoint Manager. It’s better to make the investment 
in modern tools compared to well know configuration 
manager.

When you have 20 language packs and custom scripts. 
Sometimes hard decisions need to be made to be more 
flexible in a later stadium. Again, Strategic decision.

5.6 Services, servers and infrastructure
It’s all about responsibility, complexity, standards, 

governance, way of stabilizing your businesses critical 
systems.

Responsibility and Security: As you can see in this  
matrix thanks to the shift of On-premise servers,  
appliances, services running Windows Server or  
different operations systems the ownership is in the 
organizations hands.

The downside in general is security. It’s difficult to  
segment, patch, upgrade, update and keep track of 
risks in the attack chain. Servers are integrated with 
active directory. Next to Security TCO is important.  
Did you know that we spend a lot of our time doing 
core-infrastructure tasks to keep everything running?  
It is very critical infrastructure. Do we really want to 
keep on working on and supporting this infrastructure 
when there are other options? It’s an illusion to think 
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organizations can keep up evolving and transforming 
when the focus is not shifted and the battle of cloud 
focus is not yet won.
 

The next diagram shows the responsibilities with-
in Cloud services – important here is having to leave 
some things behind that are commodity and create 
opportunity for infrastructure- and software engineers 
and architects to build on the core-solutions and not on 
the datacenters in general.
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“Rehost, Refractor, Rearchitect, rebuild, replace” – IF 
you want to shift to a modern approach redesigning to 
Software as a service, when possible, is very important.

Example: Azure File Server, Azure SQL. No Windows 
server 2016 running SQL instance(s). Just a SaaS  
solution. Easier for technical workers.
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5.7 Data (Documents)
Data maturity. Automatic processing. Automation, 

you get the point. (document)data is crucial and needs 
protection. Document data is the core of every organi-
zation. And still we are sending documents over e-mail, 
sharing over third-party solutions that are not trusted etc. 

The Information lifecycle is starting when the docu-
ment creation is taking place. From the start ‘document 
controls’ are not included so the opportunity to spread 
documents is massive.

We need a consolidated approach to fix the document 
data ‘problem’ and discovery of security risks, compli-
ance. We need to take back control of corporate data. 
It’s sometimes difficult to understand that companies 
are building data warehouses with high-end security 
and leave the door open when it comes to information/ 
documents management. We are building super  
complex systems with machine learning, intelligent  
architectures for modern needs. With super smart  
people – but we leave the “core workplace behind”.

Trust / Platform / Decide -> Choose Microsoft. If you 
chose Office 365 to collaborate better and you don’t 
trust the environment, you made the wrong choice. I 
mean, use the technology to make your environment 
more secure. Don’t use it if it’s just for mail. The technol-
ogy goes beyond the tool itself.

Migrate personal documents to OneDrive, Organization-
al document to SharePoint or Teams and other applica-
tion data to Azure Fileserver or different solutions.



The main reason is data control. When fileservers  
and local copies are gone Microsoft 365 cloud can  
deliver automated labeling and classification or at  
least insights on confidential data. We lack data- 
control. Not even the ‘understanding’ of document 
movement in our organizations.

Cloud App Security. Cloud App Security can help you 
remediate and take actions, when necessary, discover 
document flows and help to set rules on documents 
when the risk of data-leakage is there. Information 
lifecycle can be done by Cloud App Security to fix the 
‘complex’ solutions when we made them complex. There 
is nothing easier to manage than Office 365: Teams, 
SharePoint, Yammer, Exchange when this is the only 
platform used.

Security and governance in Microsoft 365 are hard. But 
it’s even harder if you also have on-premises resources 
and non-controlled instances. The pros of only O365 are 
you can deliver actionable insights.

5.8 Network
Collaboration-based traffic in Cloud App Security 

can help to understand risks such as data-exfiltration 
towards the internet or a different network location. 
When combining the log data of network devices with 
Microsoft 365 the opportunity is there to also capture 
the full environment.
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Every organization needs a stable network,  
shaping, priorities and all other things to regulate  
network infrastructure. It is super important. Still, it’s 
best to stop trusting (Zero-Trust) our own networks as 
much as we did, before. Because the silo walls are gone. 
The crucial organization data shifted to somewhere 
else. In the public, private or non-local Cloud.
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 6.  
  Automation 

and  
intelligent  
Security. 
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6.1 The basics need to be implemented, first
I’ve written some basic best practices for a safer 

workplace below. I think that sometimes we dare to 
think that ‘intelligent Security’ is fixing the basics. Sorry 
it’s not. When doing automation, the maturity should be 
there to have standard sets, policies defined.

°  Multi-Factor Authentication or Azure Security 
Defaults.

°   Conditional Access for trusted parameters  
– easier login’s – and more security.

°   Connect your devices to Azure AD with Endpoint 
Manager to ‘block’ unwanted devices.

°   Risky User Sign-in policies. Good definitions of 
security policies.

°   Self-Service Password Reset to help everyone to 
reset their own password.

°   Create control on lifecycle management of iden-
tities. Expiration, onboarding, offboarding etc.

6.2  Microsoft is delivering automated Security  
Operations (SecOps) for any organization
Microsoft is delivering automated response if you 

have a security aware and mature organization. In the 
ideal world, I know. But we need to make the world more 
aware of the risks and the impact of a security-breach. 

6.  Automation and  
intelligent Security.
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6.  Automation and  
intelligent Security. If you have created automated tasks in your organiza-

tion, you could tackle a lot of all the alerts.

°   Tier 1: Clearing the incident queue – Triage and 
high-speed response

°   Tier 2: Investigate and respond – Deeper analysis 
and remediation

°  Tier 3: Hunting based on org specific knowledge – 
Proactive hunting and advanced forensics

 

 
Practical examples of T1 and T2 response and remediate

Example 1. Identity protection: Require Password 
Change when the risk is high. Create a process that 
describes the action required as: Call user – validate 
risk – validate credentials (real person).
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Example 2. Automatic Remediation when suspicious 
events are happening. If you don’t want to do anything 
set remediation to automatically and build a partner-
ship with Microsoft Engineers to consult when threats 
are around the corner. This is a holistic position. You 
need Security specialists to start from scratch.
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Example 3. Isolate a machine when risk is detected. You 
can use Microsoft Power Automate to do automated 
response when events occur. The possibilities built-in 
without any code and development are huge. 
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Identify(1) and Protect(2)
What you could do to Identify and protect your  
organization is work with the: Threat & Vulnerability 
Management dashboard to map actions on your road-
map to implement. 5 top Security recommendations  
are brought by Microsoft, as example.
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Security Recommendations:  
Find the critical gaps. Put them towards the operational 
team. A process needs to be defined.
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Software inventory:  
Easiness of understanding the temperature and the 
required actions to make these risks go away. Again 
process.
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Integrate ATP for on-premises alerts from lateral  
movements, plain text passwords, pass-the-ticket/hash 
to understand which alerts occur.
 
Detect (3)
Weaknesses in Security Center: Easy to bring these in 
the first process and create processes with service  
levels to fix these gaps.
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Cloud App Security:  
Find anomalies based on Alerts of sign in or device 
based.

Azure Workbooks for sign-in analyses 

Other possibilities: Risky Sign-ins, Security center, Log 
Analytics queries,..

Respond (4)
Responding is actually doing something to prevent that 
the breached device or identity is being taking care 
of. It’s doing an action to prevent different users from 
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having the same risk. As for example isolate a device 
when doing research. Or locking an account if the risks 
is valid. Also work with ATP.
 
Automatic investigation can start with: User-reporting 
a phishing email or a user clicks a malicious link.

Recover (5)
Ransomware detection and recovering your files in  
OneDrive. (built-in)
SharePoint Site-restore for collections and sites.  
(built-in)
Backup with Microsoft technology of third-party.  
Azure Restore/Back-up, SQL Service backup/…
In general disaster recovery plan

6.3 Intelligent Security
“The evidence is clear—the old security paradigm 

of building an impenetrable fortress around your  
resources and data is simply not viable against today’s 
challenges. Remote and hybrid work realities mean  



people move fluidly between work and personal lives, 
across multiple devices, and with increased collabora-
tion both inside and outside of organizational boundar-
ies. Entry points for attacks—identities, devices, apps, 
networks, infrastructure, and data—live outside the 
protections of traditional perimeters. The modern digital 
estate is distributed, diverse, and complex.” -> This new 
reality requires a Zero Trust approach.

Impact of Zero Trust

°  All resource authentication and authorization are 
dynamic and strictly enforced before access is 
allowed.

°  Access to trust in the requester is evaluated 
before the access is granted. Access should also 
be granted with the least privileges needed to 
complete the task.

°   Assets should always act as if an attacker is 
present on the enterprise network.
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 7.
  The Value  

of Microsoft 
365 E5. 
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7.1 Protection across the attack kill chain
This picture shows the value of Microsoft 365 E5. 

A lot of interactions today in conversations are landing 
in product compare between antivirus solution or seg-
mented parts of Microsoft 365 E5. The questions here 
are: Are you going to deep-dive in the license compare 
strategy of your current antivirus? Do you have a sep-
arated anti-spam solution, Azure AD Protection, Cloud 
App Security, or more important: Can you handle a chain 
that can be automated to prevent security incidents?

7.2 Cloud App Security
Cloud App Security shows you exactly whether 

data is passing on all endpoints. Document data, lateral 

7.  The Value of  
Microsoft 365 E5.
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movements, usage of applications, global traffic, count 
of applications in use in your organization. Cloud App 
Security can also understand your sessions as broker 
and can stop untrusted connections.

Thanks to the native integration in Microsoft Defender 
for Endpoint and Edge-based web security technology 
integration. Risk levels, GDPR ‘proof’ Cloud applications, 
also devices, users and IP addresses can be investiga-
ted to understand and control. 

You are capable to bring network device logging in 
CASB to have more insights. This feature is out-of- 
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the box available and just needs activation and  
parametrization.

For this technology Cloud applications are a driver for 
usage to have more insights and controls.
 

7.3 Identity & Access management
Because of simplified Identity management or-

ganizations are able to work with Security perimeters 
to protect their users and organization. Because of this 
simplified configuration and implementation users will 
be able to reset their own password, control their own 
devices, or configure additional security components.

 
7.4 Self-Service Password Reset (SSPR)

The SSPR possibility is an Azure Active Directory 
(AD) feature that enables users to reset their passwords 
without contacting IT staff for help. People can unblock 
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themselves and continue working no matter where they 
are. Ideal solution for more self-driven organization.

7.5 Managed Mobile Device
“Cloud intelligence drives management”. Use 

Autopilot to roll-out new devices and increase pro-
ductivity, reduce help-desk costs and provide the best 
employee experience. Manage you Windows 10 or 11 
devices and your mobile devices. 

Tip: Stop allowing personal devices without taking  
control of organization data. Use mobile application 
management (MAM) but be diplomatic for end-users.  
I would go for the pin code at least.

7.6  Microsoft Defender Security Center Security 
operations dashboard
The Security operations dashboard is where 

the endpoint detection and response capabilities are 
coming together. The Microsoft Security Center opera-
tion dashboard provides a high-level overview of where 
detections were seen and highlights where response 
actions are needed. 

The portal integrated multiple facets of the workplace 
into one place and creates useful insights to bring your 
workplace to a higher security level. 
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Example: Threat & Vulnerability Management dashboard

 
You can also find us in the professional services cata-
log to work on: Managed security services that assist 
organizations to detect threats early and help minimize 
the impact of a breach.
 

7.7 Identity driven Security
Because of the use of a single identity in Azure. 

Or hybrid synced from your local Active Directory, 
services organizations will be able to protect and au-
tomatically act when necessary and request for an up-
date of your password if breached. Ask MFA when your 
device is not trusted. etc.. let your users update their 
password from home. Increase productivity.
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7.8 Risky Sign-ins
This great feature will bring based on cloud  

intelligence insights to understand the RISK of a user. 
For example unfamiliar location, anonymous IP address-
es, leaked credentials.. 
 

7.9 Information Protection
To start with classification and labeling of  

document choose your battles. Define 1-2-3 labels  
for example: “High-Confidential Internal Only”, “Public” 
and “Internal Only”. It’s a good start without auto- 
labeling documents so people can learn how to protect 
their confidential data. In a later phase you can enable 
auto-labeling when a document is highly confidential 
for instance because there are credit-card numbers, 
personal information etc in this document. The activa-
tion of Information Protection could result from the fact 
that 1 million files are shared with external people. Or 
that you want to stop third-party applications, so  
company data stays safe in the environment.
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7.10 Advanced Threat Protection
Work with Microsoft Defender Security Center 

(previous WDATP) will give you insights for Applica-
tions, OS, Network, Accounts, Security Controls + Give 
insights for Software patching, Top vulnerable software, 
Top exposed machines. Most reports are built-in and 
seamless integration is done in the Eco-system of  
Microsoft 365 E5.
 
 
7.11 Windows 10 Enterprise with modern approach

Windows 10: My personal favorite. I really love 
customers which did their homework and started using 
Windows 10 without policies, governance, Intune (for 
example), management solutions and now they are 
stuck in the patching & management of these systems. 
This is wrong!
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Microsoft Windows 10: Windows 10 has been released 
to insiders in 2015. version. 1507 afterwards 1511, 1607, 
1703,1709, 1803,1809,1903,1909. Microsoft did under-
stand the pain of shifting from Windows XP to Windows 
7, Windows 8 to 8.1 and Windows 10. And now they want 
you to work on these NEW versions in a different way. 

Microsoft’s Windows 10 Enterprise: comes in the  
flavor of continuous improvement. And needs to be  
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implemented in a service-model with automatic  
updates, rollouts, deployment, patching, updating,  
software requests (self-service) and even more! 

Set compliance policies: Because of deep integrations 
you will be able to work on the compliance of the  
devices and grow to a recurrent update-model.

 
7.12 Desktop Analytics

Thanks to desktop analytics you will be able to 
evaluate the changes during updates such as software 
distribution and compatibility issues. You can bring your 
organization to a next level. In case you were afraid that 
automation took your job, think again. These things 
need huge attention!
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7.13 Native Power BI Integration
Because of the rich Eco-system within Microsoft 

365 everything can be measured. This report is default/
standard without any manipulation of Power-BI. I know 
it sounds not super relevant, but without insights one 
can’t make decisions on facts. Features/services are 
changing every year. Be prepared. Start consolidation 
and start using standards to build on.
 

7.14 There is so much more
There is so much more if you go deep in Microsoft 

365 E5. Microsoft is constantly updating their services 
to bring new solutions to the market which is super  
important to deliver to stay relevant.
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 8.
  Action plan  

to build  
a modern 
workplace. 



100 8.1  Modern collaboration – for thriving your business
I’ve been around implementing on-premises 

solutions for collaboration as SharePoint infrastructure 
and global Exchange infrastructure. Fileservers, System 
Center and Server 2008 systems. Now, I don’t believe 
organization should have this component anymore. 
The majority of the organizations are needing different 
solutions. I know that it’s not wrong to hosts servers but 
from my opinion: Exchange, Microsoft Teams, Share-
Point, OneDrive documents for collaboration should 
be used within the Cloud. Software-as-a-service has 
taken over in the fast world we are living.

Workloads: Microsoft Teams, SharePoint Online,  
Exchange Online and all other collaboration services.
 

8.  Action plan to build 
a modern workplace.
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8.  Action plan to build 
a modern workplace.

8.2 Endpoint management and protection
When building you endpoint management  

environment with Microsoft Endpoint manager  
integrated with the insights of all devices, Office 365, 
Active Directory and Azure you are able to use all rich 
capabilities to have a more secure environment.

When onboarding Cross platform security and  
management (Windows, Linux, Mac, iOS, and Android) 
you are more capable to protect and maintain the  
attack-surface for endpoints.  

Workloads: Identity and endpoint management.

8.3  Windows 10 Enterprise integrated in  
Microsoft 365
Windows 10/11 Enterprise is part of the cross-

platform security and management layer as you can 
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see in this figure below. Windows 10 deeply integrates in 
the Microsoft 365 stack.

To integrate deep into the Windows 10 workspace, 
identity and Access management should be included.

Workloads: Identity and endpoint management.

8.4 Roadmap to success – definition of ambition
When helping organizations towards Microsoft 

365 and Azure I’m always trying to identify the core of 
the workplace and prioritize the business needs vs the 
technical ‘things to do’.

As your organization is enabling more remote-working  
a decentral solution will rise. Talk with IT decision 
makers but more important business unit managers, 
HR management to create the ambition and roadmap 
where they want to grow towards – together.
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In this stage it is important to define and write down 
what you like to achieve as for example: “Enable each 
worker with a collaboration solution to connect with 
every colleague” or, “Create a digital workplace as a 
fundament to enable IT and insights everywhere”.

In the next paragraph some practical steps from the field.
 

8.5  How to start to grow successfully to a modern 
workplace?

°   What is the current ambition for modernization 
and how is it driven? Business, budget, IT, different...

°   What’s the current situation of your ‘foundation 
infrastructure’? How are Identity, Windows 10 
Enterprise, Microsoft 365 Apps, Mobile Device 
Management connected? Or how is infrastructure 
maintained at this moment and what is the plan 
for the future?

°   What are the biggest challenges of the workers 
when it comes to their digital work? Do they have 
a lot of tools, are they trained? Are they frustrat-
ed for using a lot of tools? Would consolidation 
help? Or platforms with deeper integration.

When focusing on the modern workplace I’m always 
trying to investigate 3 aspects in the workplace: 

°   How are people working with technology at this 
moment? How are these systems provided to 
these people? Are they involved? Human- 
connected? Are they happy?
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°    Technical assessment of the infrastructure.  
Example: Exchange, Active Directory, Documents, 
real-time collaboration, video, audio call and  
different solutions. Also, great to know the weight 
of Microsoft 365 vs other platforms that are used 
by the workforce.

°   How are new tech chosen and used; from a ‘tech-
nical’ perspective, by the IT-staff alone? Are there 
groups of people empowered to bring innovations 
and new systems to the table?

Mapping on the outcome we are identifying where the 
quick wins are. As for example; enablement of Endpoint 
manager or moving to Exchange online. And we are 
concluding together in which order we can migrate ser-
vices to Microsoft 365 to achieve a business outcome. 

Next to all these technicalities we always bring our 
adoption programs to the table. We will always advise 
to build a great team of business leaders, senior and 
middle management staff with their workers to have 
a mix of people involved to discuss the ambition. The 
impact of human connection and involvement is still 
underestimated from my opinion.

Last but not least. From an implementation perspective 
and also people perspective; training and technical  
implementation should come hand-in-hand. Therefore, 
we have built a great standard-set of onboardings  
programs to go fast but pragmatic. 
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As you can read there are great adventures ahead when 
it comes to the modern workplace and we at Wortell 
can help you face these challenges head on! Contact  
us for more information about our solutions for  
Microsoft 365, Azure and Microsoft Security and how  
we can guide you to your ideal situation.

Thank you for reading!

Jasper
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 9.
 Work



108 Wortell offers a modern, compliant and secure modern 
workplace as a standardized solution for a fixed price 
per employee per month. We will manage everything 
from Windows 10 and Intune to Office 365. The work-
place will always be up to date and compliant with 
applicable laws and regulations. Standardization and 
almost fully automated management ensure that that’s 
something you can rely on!

During and after the implementation, we will use an 
effective adoption approach to make sure your employ-
ees embrace the modern workplace. They can also fall 
back on our digital personal trainer and coach, JIM, who 
is always included in the product.

Self-service through MyWORK
Do you expect an auditor’s visit? Or do you require 
insight into where your workplace currently stands? 
Through the MyWORK portal, you will find all the infor-
mation you need in a trice. Key users and end users can 
also access this self-service portal, where they’re able 
to add functionalities or applications to the workplace 
without having to call in the help of Wortell or the IT 
department.

9.  Work.
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9.  Work.
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